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Abstract Submarine fans, supplied primarily by turbidity currents, constitute the largest sediment
accumulations on Earth. Generally accepted models of turbidity current behavior imply they should
dissipate rapidly on the very small gradients of submarine fans, thus their persistence over long distances is
enigmatic. We present numerical evidence, constrained by published field data, suggesting that turbidity
currents traveling on low slopes and carrying fine particles have a stably stratified shear layer along their
upper interface, which dramatically reduces dissipation and entrainment of ambient fluid, allowing the
current to propagate over long distances. We propose gradient Richardson number as a useful criterion to
discriminate between the different behaviors exhibited by turbidity currents on high and low slopes.

1. Introduction

Turbidity currents are a type of gravity current in which the density difference is provided by sediment particles
suspended in a fluid, often water. Hydrodynamically they are analogous to pyroclastic flows and powder snow
avalanches [e.g., Branney and Kokelaar, 2002; Meiburg et al., 2012]. Turbidity currents are volumetrically the
most important mechanism for transport of sediment onto the ocean floor, often over extremely large distan-
ces and small gradients, and are responsible for the formation of submarine fans, the Earth’s largest sediment
accumulations. How they are able to travel so far with little frictional loss is the subject of this contribution.

Because natural turbidity currents in the ocean are infrequent, unpredictable, and commonly destroy or displace
submarine monitoring equipment [Khripounoff et al., 2003; Paull et al., 2002], field measurements and direct con-
straints on their flow properties are scarce. Estimates of velocity on the relatively steep (few degrees) gradients
within submarine canyons may exceed 35 ms21 [Mulder et al., 1997]. In the lower part of the Congo submarine
canyon, where gradients are only about 0:4�, velocities up to 2.5 ms21 are recorded [Cooper et al., 2013].

Given the extreme scarcity of direct observation on turbidity currents, understanding of the relevant flow pro-
cesses must therefore be based largely on modeling and laboratory experiments. Since the levees of submar-
ine channels receive sediment from overbanking flows, levee heights provide some indication of the
thickness of at least the largest flows [Pirmez et al., 1997; Khripounoff et al., 2003]. Grain sizes of sediments
deposited within and at the mouths of submarine channels provide approximate estimates of the shear veloc-
ity of the currents. Gradients of the distal reaches of channels may be obtained from bathymetric data.

2. Velocity Structure

The mean velocity structure of turbidity currents as measured in the laboratory has been described by various
authors [e.g., Ellison and Turner, 1959; Parker et al., 1987; Altinakar et al., 1996; Hosseini et al., 2006; Sequeiros
et al., 2010], and the turbulence structure has been described by Kneller et al. [1997, 1999], Buckee et al. [2001],
and Baas et al. [2005], summarized in Kneller and Buckee [2000] and Meiburg and Kneller [2010]. With few
exceptions [e.g., Sequeiros et al., 2010], mean velocity profiles measured in the laboratory show a velocity max-
imum close to the lower boundary, above a roughly logarithmic boundary layer (inner region) [e.g., Altinakar
et al., 1996]. The velocity distribution in the outer region of the flow (i.e., above the velocity maximum) com-
monly approximates to a Gaussian function [e.g., Ellison and Turner, 1959], though may be close to linear or
exponential in supercritical currents [Garcia, 1990; Garc�ıa, 1993] (see also field measurements of Xu [2010])
and in density currents where the density difference is due to dissolved salt, which are commonly used as lab-
oratory analogues for turbidity currents [Ellison and Turner, 1959; Wilkinson and Wood, 1972; Parsons and
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Garc�ıa, 1998]. The upper part of the flow is typically dominated by Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities associated
with the shear layer between the current and the ambient sea-water [e.g., Kneller et al., 1999].

Field measurements of the velocity profiles have been published by Chikita [1989], Normark [1989], and Xu
[2010], and for a cold-water density current by Sherwin [2010]. The velocity profile measurements of Froude
supercritical currents within submarine canyons [e.g., Xu, 2010] approximate to an exponential profile above
the velocity maximum. The form of the vertical profile of mean downstream velocity observed in both experi-
mental and natural gravity currents is thus comparable to the velocity profile of turbulent plane wall jets [Laun-
der and Rodi, 1983], and is determined largely by the balance between a logarithmic boundary layer on the
lower interface and a mixing layer on the upper interface of the current [Altinakar et al., 1996; Kneller et al., 1999].

3. Density Structure

Profiles of density (i.e., concentration of suspended sediment in turbidity currents and of salt in analogous
saline gravity currents) have been measured in the laboratory by Ellison and Turner [1959], Wilkinson and
Wood [1972], Parker et al. [1987], Garcia [1994], Altinakar et al. [1996], Choux et al. [2005], and Hosseini
et al. [2006]. Time-averaged values typically display a density maximum at the bed, decaying upward
exponentially through the current. High-frequency fluctuations in suspended sediment distribution mea-
sured by Baas et al. [2005] and with higher resolution (ultrasonic high concentration meter) by Felix et al.
[2005] clearly demonstrate coupling with the turbulence structure of the current. This kind of density pro-
file accords fairly closely with suspended sediment distribution in shear flows in which downward settling
of the grains under gravity is balanced by upward turbulent diffusion [e.g., Middleton and Southard, 1984;
Stacey and Bowen, 1988]; the vertical distribution of suspended sediment is thus governed by the ratio of
the settling velocity for a given particle size to the shear velocity [e.g., Altinakar et al., 1996; Cantero et al.,
2009].

4. Entrainment, Drag, and Run-Out

Flows that exhibit the classic velocity profile (and K-H instabilities) are markedly nonuniform, thickening lin-
early downstream as a result of entrainment of ambient fluid [Ellison and Turner, 1959]:

d �Uhð Þ
dx

5E�U ; (1)

where E is the entrainment coefficient defined as:

E5
Ew

�U
: (2)

In equation (2), Ew and �U denote, respectively, the vertical velocity of ambient fluid into the current and the
depth-averaged velocity of the current. Several studies have proposed a relationship between the entrain-
ment coefficient, E, and bulk flow parameters, such as the bulk Richardson number, defined as:

Ri05
g0hcos b

�U2 ; (3)

where b is slope, [Ellison and Turner, 1959; Turner, 1986; Parker et al., 1986, 1987; Fernando, 1991; Garc�ıa, 1993;
Wells et al., 2010; Johnson and Hogg, 2013], or densimetric Froude number [e.g., Pirmez and Imran, 2003].

Parker et al. [1987] derived an empirical relation for E as a function of bulk Richardson number:

E5
0:075ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

11718Ri2:4
0

p (4)

which predicts a gradual decrease in entrainment as Ri0 increases, whereas that of Turner [1986] predicts a
more abrupt shutdown of entrainment for Ri> 0.8 (equation (5)):

E5
0:0820:1Ri0

115Ri
(5)

Both formulations (equations (4) and (5)) are based on the assumption of bulk (i.e., depth-averaged) properties.
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According to several authors, the entrainment coefficient depends strongly on bottom slope [Ellison and
Turner, 1959; Bo Pedersen, 1980; Huang et al., 2009] at least down to slopes as small as 0:5� [Stacey and Bow-
en, 1988]. Combining the analytical and numerical models of Birman et al. [2009] with the observations of
Nakajima and Kneller [2013] suggests that gradients of less than about 0.68 are associated with negligible
entrainment rates. Likewise Sequeiros et al. [2010]; Sequeiros [2012] observed a change from subcritical to
supercritical flow at a similar value of slope. This critical value of 0.68 was also noted by Bo Pedersen [1980]
as the slope below which the following relation could be applied:

E5c sin b (6)

where c takes a value of 0.072. Thus the overall drag increases with slope [Stacey and Bowen, 1988; Huang
et al., 2009], and E is equivalent to an interfacial drag coefficient:

Cfi5E 110:5Ri0ð Þ (7)

[Parker et al., 1987]; it has been used in Ch�ezy-type relations for the calculation of flow velocity [e.g., Pirmez
and Imran, 2003]:

U25
sinb gCh qs2qwð Þ=qw

Cd1E
(8)

where C is volumetric sediment concentration and Cd the coefficient of bed friction. Entrainment of
ambient fluid into the current occurs predominantly via the Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities [Turner, 1979,
1986], which arise where the shear due to the velocity gradient dominates over the stabilizing effect of
the density gradient, this ratio being expressed by the gradient Richardson number, Rig:

Rig5
2g @q

@z

q0
@u
@z

� �2 (9)

The boundary is stable when Rig takes a value greater than 0.25, cf. Miles [1961]. Note that Rig is equal to:

N2

du
dz

� �2 (10)

with N denoting the Brunt-V€ais€al€a (or buoyancy) frequency.

On the steep gradients of the continental slope [e.g., Paull et al., 2002], turbidity currents exhibit velocity
profiles similar to those described above [Xu et al., 2004; Xu, 2010], and are expected to entrain ambient sea-
water vigorously, resulting in flow expansion. Channels on large submarine fans typically have gradients
less than or much less than 0.18 and may be 0:01� or less in their distal regions [e.g., Damuth et al., 1995;
Khripounoff et al., 2003], and commonly extend hundreds to thousands of kilometers from the base of the
continental slope [e.g., Babonneau et al., 2002; H€ubscher et al., 1997]. In order to traverse the length of these
submarine fan channels such flows must be quasiconservative. Significant ambient fluid entrainment would
lead to loss of channel confinement, reduced (negative) buoyancy, and consequent failure to propagate
down the fan, while loss of sediment through deposition would lead to the flow’s extinction. We examine
the conditions that might lead to such quasiconservative behavior using numerical simulations, and subse-
quently compare these results with published evidence from experiments and field observations.

5. Numerical Simulations

In the following, we summarize findings from a parametric study based on a series of 2-D Navier-Stokes sim-
ulations, in order to introduce some key concepts. These qualitative observations will subsequently be put
on more quantitative footing by means of fully 3-D, Large-eddy simulations (LES) for a few limited parame-
ter combinations. All simulations were carried out for gravity-driven currents, either with a continuous
inflow (Figure 1a), or in the so-called ‘‘lock-exchange configuration’’ (Figure 1b). The governing equations
along with information on the numerical approach for their solution are provided in Appendix.

We investigate the influence of the bottom gradient on the general behavior of the gravity currents via
two-dimensional simulations conducted via our in-house code TURBINS [Nasr-Azadani and Meiburg, 2011;
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Nasr-Azadani et al., 2013]. Figure 2 compares the gravity currents with identical inlet conditions traveling on
various bottom gradients; particle settling velocity was set to zero, so that these currents are analogues for
turbidity currents with clay sized suspended sediment. While in all cases the conditions at the inlet are sub-
critical (with an inlet Froude number of 0.78), a critical bottom gradient seems to exist beyond which the K-
H instabilities (and therefore the resulting entrainment and energy dissipation) grow dramatically.

Beyond this critical threshold, the velocity distribution exhibits the typical profile associated with both
supercritical [e.g., Parker et al., 1987] and most subcritical currents [e.g., Kneller et al., 1999] based on the
conventional classification of turbidity currents (see Figure 2d) via bulk densimetric Froude number. Below
this threshold gradient, by contrast, the existence of stronger stratification within the shear layer at the
interface between the current and the ambient fluid damps the growth of any instabilities. For the investi-
gated cases shown in Figure 2, a gradient Richardson number less than 0.25 identifies the cases where K-H
instabilities are developed in the interfacial region (see Figures 2c and 2d).

We further extend our investigation to currents with nonzero particle settling velocities, nondimensional-
ized using the buoyancy velocity defined as

ub5

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
g0

H
2

r
; (11)

where H is the channel height and g0 denotes the reduced gravity. We choose the same subcritical inlet
conditions and a bottom slope of 0.328 as in Figure 2. Based on a particle concentration of 0.5% and a

Figure 1. Schematic of (a) gravity-driven current with continuous inflow and outflow, (b) lock-exchange configuration. The grey regions
represent heavy fluid of density q1 penetrating into lighter ambient fluid of density q0. The suspension includes particles of dimensionless
settling velocity equal to Us.
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flow height of 50 m based on typical levee heights in the distal reaches of submarine fan channels [e.g.,
H€ubscher et al., 1997; Vangriesheim et al., 2009; Pirmez and Imran, 2003] the dimensionless settling velocities
in Figure 3 correspond to particle sizes in the medium silt to very fine sand range. Figure 3 demonstrates
that smaller particles (i.e., smaller settling velocities) result in stronger density stratification along the upper
interface of the current. In turn, this stronger density stratification damps the growth of any K-H instabilities
(see the gradient Richardson number profiles (dots) in Figure 3), thereby reducing overall mixing, along
with entrainment of ambient fluid into the turbidity current. As a result, for currents with smaller particles,
the production of turbulent kinetic energy is reduced, along with dissipation, so that the resulting velocity
profile becomes significantly steeper.

Figure 2. Influence of the bottom slope on the production of K-H instabilities and character of density-driven currents. (left) Particle con-
centration field shown at simulation time t 5 120 (white and black correspond to concentration values of 0 and 1, respectively). (right)
Temporal average of horizontal velocity component (solid lines), particle concentration (dashed lines), and gradient Richardson number
(dots) across the current shown at stream-wise location x 5 20.5. The vertical line indicates the Rig value of 0.25.
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The above concepts were verified quantitatively by means of 3-D LES simulations with a lock-exchange con-
figuration. The LES simulations were performed at a Reynolds number of 105. Figure 4 demonstrates the
particle concentration field for the currents with vanishing settling velocity at simulation time 30.

A direct comparison of the span-wise averaged dissipation and turbulent kinetic energy fields of currents
for vanishing settling velocity (Figure 5) and (dimensionless) settling velocity equal to 0.02 (Figure 6) sug-
gests that in the main body of the current, away from the light and dense fronts, the turbulent kinetic ener-
gy and the dissipation are greatly reduced for the current with vanishing settling velocity.

Figure 7 further demonstrates the key differences between gravity currents (vanishing settling velocity) and
turbidity currents (Us50:02). The density gradient in the interfacial region is much higher for gravity

Figure 3. Influence of nondimensional particle settling velocity on the production of interfacial K-H instabilities. (left) Particle concentra-
tion field shown at simulation time t 5 120 (white and black correspond to concentration values of 0 and 1, respectively). (right) Temporal
average of horizontal velocity component (solid lines), particle concentration (dashed lines), and gradient Richardson number (dots) across
the current shown at stream-wise location x 5 20.5. The vertical line indicates the Rig value of 0.25.
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currents as compared to turbidity currents. This results in suppressed turbulence, reflected by much
reduced value for turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) and dissipation for the case of vanishing settling velocity.
The decreased turbulence in the latter case is much less effective in mixing the current and the ambient,
resulting in higher velocity gradient and a steeper velocity profile. Further evidence for suppression of tur-
bulence due to stronger density gradient for the case of vanishing settling velocity can be seen in the gradi-
ent Richardson number, which exceeds 0.25 in the interfacial region.

We now estimate the necessary gradient for sustaining the turbidity current over a long distance. For a
steady and sustained turbidity current, we can assume that the kinetic energy lost by the current due to dis-
sipation must be exactly balanced by the potential energy loss as the current travels downslope. We employ
the dissipation results obtained from 3-D LES simulations for currents propagating on a horizontal bottom
surface in the following analysis. From the 2-D simulations, we note that the stratification is much less effec-
tive in suppressing turbulence in the interfacial region at high angles of slope. However, at low angles of

Figure 4. Contours of instantaneous concentration for a current with vanishing settling velocity (Us 5 0) produced by a lock-exchange con-
figuration shown at simulation time 30.

Figure 5. Contours of instantaneous span-wise averaged concentration, dissipation, and turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) for a current with
vanishing settling velocity (Us 5 0).
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slope, the stable stratification is highly effective at suppressing the turbulence in the interfacial region, and
the flow evolution is similar to that observed in currents propagating on a horizontal bottom surface. Thus,
the 3-D LES results obtained for currents propagating on a horizontal bottom surface should be applicable
even for currents propagating over a slope, as long as the gradient is less than approximately 0.38.

In Figure 8, consider a vertical profile of the current as it travels a distance L along the slope. Potential ener-
gy lost by the current is proportional to the vertical distance by which the center of the mass moves down-
ward and can be calculated as:

ðH

0
ch dz5cav Hh5cav H L sin h ; (12)

where cav is the average concentration over the domain height, H. Energy loss due to dissipation over this
distance L can be calculated as: ðH

0

L
uc
� dz5�av H

L
uc
: (13)

Here �av is the average dissipation rate over H and uc is the average current velocity. Equating energy gain
to energy loss, we obtain the following expression for the angle of inclination h

sin h5
�av

uccav
: (14)

The depth-averaged dissipation for the case of vanishing settling velocity (gravity current) from the LES sim-
ulation is 0.0004, which yields a required slope of 0.0928. For the turbidity current, the depth-averaged dissi-
pation is 0.0016, which yields a required slope of 0.7338.

These LES simulations were performed at a Reynolds number of 105, at least two to three orders of magni-
tude lower than that for field scale flow; this difference is not expected to affect the dissipation since

Figure 6. Contours of instantaneous span-wise averaged concentration, dissipation, and turbulent kinetic energy for a turbidity current
(Us50:02).
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dissipation in fully developed turbulence at sufficiently high Reynolds number is independent of the actual
Reynolds number [cf. Pope, 2001].

A factor that is expected to influence the above slope estimate is the strong return flow that is present in a
lock-exchange configuration. The dissipation in field scale flows, where there is no return flow, is expected
to be lower than that obtained in the above analysis; thus, the slopes predicted from lock-exchange simula-
tions are higher than would be required for sustaining a steady current in the field. Nonetheless, the slope
of 0.0928 obtained for the gravity current is in reasonable agreement with modal values of 0.05–0.088 for
fan channels (Table 1) (after Babonneau et al. [2002], Pirmez and Imran [2003], Vangriesheim et al. [2009],
Cooper et al. [2013], and data compilation in Konsoer et al. [2013]).

6. Discussion

The 2-D simulations presented here
appear to confirm the conclusions of
several previous authors that the
entrainment coefficient is a function of
the bottom slope [e.g., Ellison and Tur-
ner, 1959; Bo Pedersen, 1980; Stacey
and Bowen, 1988; Huang et al., 2009],
which is thus a significant factor in
determining the stability of the upper
interface of these currents. However,

Figure 7. Comparison of vertical profiles of mean velocity, concentration, turbulent kinetic energy, dissipation, and gradient Richardson
number for a current with vanishing settling velocity (Us 5 0, solid lines) and a turbidity current (Us50:02, dashed lines).

Figure 8. Schematic of the control volume utilized for energy analysis (see text
for discussion).
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the bulk Richardson number (or densimetric Froude number) alone is not the main discriminant between
these different behaviors [cf. Sequeiros et al., 2010]. Garc�ıa [1993] associated lack of entrainment with stratifi-
cation effects in Froude-subcritical flow. Cenedese et al. [2004] and Cenedese and Adduce [2008] suggest that
entrainment in dense currents can occur with subcritical Froude numbers, and in fact a number of experi-
mental studies, in addition to our numerical simulations, have demonstrated that currents with densimetric
Froude numbers substantially below unity may have K-H instabilities, implying Rig < 0:25 [e.g., Hacker et al.,
1996; Baas and Best, 2002; Buckee et al., 2001; McCaffrey et al., 2003; Gray et al., 2005, 2006; Kneller et al.,
1999]. Cenedese and Adduce’s [2010] parameterization of Turner’s [1986] entrainment relation indicates that
Reynolds number is also a factor, while Wells et al. [2010] consider that entrainment is also a function of a
flux coefficient (the ratio of the buoyancy flux to the dissipation rate). Thus while there will be a correlation
between bulk Richardson number and gradient Richardson number (Rig) for any given set of flow condi-
tions, there is not necessarily a simple relationship between the two. The gradient Richardson number is
thus a useful measure of stability.

Both the 2-D and 3-D simulations presented in current study clearly illustrate the effect of particle settling
velocity, and imply that currents in the environment dominated by very fine (clay to silt) particles are likely
to have stable upper boundaries and very low entrainment coefficients. Bed roughness is also likely to have
an influence (given that increased drag will result in an increase in the bulk Richardson number) but this
has not been a focus of this study.

As argued above, the velocity profile of a gravity or turbidity current essentially represents the balance
between a logarithmic boundary layer and a Gaussian outer layer. Where the outer layer is dominated
by the instability of the shear layer at the upper boundary of the current, the velocity maximum is forced
downward toward the bed, generating the classic velocity profile of most measured gravity and turbidity
currents (Figures 2d, 3d, and 7a). Where the upper boundary is stable (Rig > 0:25) the logarithmic bound-
ary layer will extend further from the wall and the velocity maximum will be displaced upward. This
change in the form of the velocity profile is illustrated by both the 2-D and 3-D simulations that involve
stable upper boundaries (Figures 2a–2c, 3a, 3b, and 7a). This is elegantly demonstrated by the laboratory
results of Sequeiros et al. [2010], whose subcritical flows have velocity profiles in which the velocity maxi-
mum is displaced toward the top of the current due to the absence of K-H instabilities [Rig > 0:25], as
noted by Sequeiros et al. [2010]. In fact the initiation of instability at the upper boundaries may occur at
a densimetric Froude number deviating significantly from unity (as low as 0.4) Kneller et al. [1999] per-
haps supporting the assertion of Huang et al. [2009] that the critical Froude number may be other than
unity.

Another distinctive feature of these currents with stable upper boundaries is their density profile, which
shows little variation in concentration below the level of the velocity maximum. This is apparent in the sim-
ulation results (Figures 2a–2c, 3a, 3b, and 7a), and in the experimental data of Sequeiros et al. [2010].

From the limited amount of field data available from currents in the deep ocean, there is evidence of ele-
vated velocity maxima that may indicate the type of velocity profile observed in currents with stable
upper boundaries. Cooper et al. [2013] reporting turbidity currents on 27 February and 10 March 2010 in
the lower reaches of the Congo Canyon (with gradient 0:5�), recorded velocities at 21 m above the bed
higher than those at 5 m. Vangriesheim et al. [2009] report velocities higher at 190 m above the bed
than at 60 m in a turbidity current recorded on 24 January 2004 in the Congo Fan channel with a gradi-
ent of 0:15�.

Table 1. Parameter Ranges Reported for Distal Regions of Three Large Submarine Fans

Congo Amazon Bengal

Gradient of distal channel reaches 0:11� [1] 0:11� [2] 0:05� [3]
Length of channel 1100 km [4] 900 km [2] 2500 km [3]
Median sediment grain-sizeb 125–250 lm [5] 125–250 lm [2] 20–62 lm [6]
Approximate height of distal levees 70 m [1] 50 m [2] 30 m [3]
Velocity 0.7 m/s [1] 1.2 m/s [2]

aNote: [1] Vangriesheim et al. [2009], [2] Pirmez and Imran [2003], [3] H€ubscher et al. [1997], [4] Babonneau et al. [2002], [5] Bonnel
[2005], and [6] Weber et al. [2003].

b31–62 lm dominant on levees; silt dominates suspended load high in flow Vangriesheim et al. [2009] and Pirmez and Imran [2003].
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7. Conclusions

The utility of depth-averaged parameters to describe flows whose behavior is largely determined by their
density stratification is doubtful [e.g., Huang et al., 2009]. Our numerical results demonstrate that gradient
Richardson number is a good indicator of the level of suppression of turbulence, and consequent different
behaviors exhibited by turbidity currents. We conclude that turbidity currents on low gradients, especially
those dominated by very fine-grained sediment (at least in their upper parts) have stable upper boundaries
(with Rig > 0:25), and therefore lack Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities. The consequences are much reduced dis-
sipation and a vanishingly small entrainment coefficient, both of which contribute to these flows’ ability to
traverse immense distances over the ocean floor.

Appendix A: Numerical Method

A1. Two-Dimensional Simulations
Our in-house code TURBINS is a finite-difference code that solves the incompressible Navier-Stokes equa-
tion in Boussinesq approximations. TURBINS employs a fractional projection method along with the third-
order TVD-RK3 time integration. Spatial discretization is implemented via second-order finite difference for
the diffusive terms and third-order ENO scheme for the convective terms (for numerical details and valida-
tions, see Nasr-Azadani and Meiburg [2011] and Nasr-Azadani et al. [2013]).

The computational details of all the two-dimensional simulations are as follows. The computational domain
size is Lx3Lz56035. At the inlet, we define a uniform flux of suspension into the control volume. The result-
ing Froude number is defined as the ratio of inlet velocity to the buoyancy velocity. Reynolds number,
defined via the buoyancy velocity, inlet height, and kinematic viscosity of water, is set to 5000. Flow velocity
is rendered dimensionless using the buoyancy velocity.

To evolve the particle field, we employ an Eulerian approach with a continuous concentration field
cðx; y; zÞ. It is then evolved via an advection-diffusion transport equation (see Necker et al. [2002] for details).
The resulting Schmidt number is set to unity. A nonuniform grid is generated in the z-direction. In the vicini-
ty of the bottom wall, grid is chosen with spacing equal to 0.0033 and stretched smoothly to 0.04 at the top
wall. We employ a uniform grid with spacing 0.02 in the x-direction.

A2. Three-Dimensional Simulations
The three-dimensional simulations presented above were conducted using Large-eddy simulation (LES) as a
turbulence model. In LES, only the energy-containing large ‘‘eddie’’ are resolved, while all the scales of motion
below a cutoff (this includes the dissipative scales) are modeled. This cutoff is determined by a filter width,
which is often dependent on the grid spacing used in the simulation. The effect of all the scales of the motion
below this filter width appear as additional subgrid-scale stress (SGS stress) terms in the governing Navier-
Stokes for momentum, and as a subgrid flux (SGS flux) term in the concentration transport equation.

The governing equations are obtained by filtering the nondimensional Navier-Stokes and the concentration
transport equations. The filtered equations are of the form

@�ui

@t
1
@ �ui uj
� �
@xj

52
@�p
@xi

1
1

Re
@2�ui

@xj@xj
2
@sij

@xj
2�cdi3 ; (15)

@�c
@t

1
@ �cuj
� �
@xj

5
1

Sc � Re
@2�c
@xj@xj

2
@gj

@xj
: (16)

Here we set the molecular Schmidt number (Sc) to unity. In our LES approach, the SGS terms (sij and gj) are
modeled using the Smagorinsky model. The SGS stresses are thus calculated using

sij2
1
3

skkdij522mt
�Sij ; (17)

where mt is the SGS eddy viscosity, which is calculated using

mt5 CsDð Þ2j�Sj : (18)
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Here �Sij is the strain rate tensor, D is a length scale proportional to the local grid spacing, and Cs is the mod-
el coefficient. The SGS flux terms are calculated using

gj52
mt

Sct

@�c
@xj

: (19)

The governing equations are solved using a second-order finite-difference LES code that uses energy-
conservative discretization. The LES code uses second-order central difference scheme for discretizing both
the convective and the diffusive terms. All terms except the wall-normal diffusive terms are advanced
explicitly in time using a third-order Runge-Kutta method. The wall-normal diffusive terms are advanced
implicitly using a second-order Crank-Nicolson method. The model coefficient Cs and the SGS Schmidt num-
ber Sct are computed using a dynamic model [Germano et al., 1991; Moin et al., 1991].

The LES simulations were performed on a computational domain of size, Lx3Ly3Lz5303331. The simula-
tions used a computational grid with Nx3Ny3Nz53; 00034503200 nodes. The Reynolds number based on
the buoyancy velocity and the height of the domain is 105. Particle settling velocity is nondimensionalized
by the buoyancy velocity and is set to Us50:02.
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